Na+/H+ exchange in volume regulation and cytoplasmic pH homeostasis in lymphocytes.
Osmotic shrinking activates an amiloride-sensitive Na+/H+ exchange in the membrane of blood and thymic lymphocytes. The exchange, which is virtually quiescent in isotonic conditions, can also be activated by lowering the cytoplasmic pH (pHi). Activation by pHi is largely caused by an allosteric interaction of H+ with a kinetic modifier site, different from the internal substrate site. The set point or threshold pHi for activation of the exchanger is dictated by the protonation of the modifier. Evidence is presented that indicates that cell shrinking alters the pHi sensitivity of the modifier, shifting the set point to more alkaline levels. In the presence of HCO3- and Cl- a volume increase will accompany the change in pHi. Volume changes can also be produced in isotonic solutions if the exchange is activated by acidification of the cytoplasm, e.g., by addition of propionate to the medium. The latter phenomenon provides a simple method for the detection of the Na+/H+ antiport by electronic cell sizing.